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Purpose: Detecting sound- related activity using functional MRI requires the au-
ditory stimulus to be more salient than the intense background scanner acoustic 
noise. Various strategies can reduce the impact of scanner acoustic noise, including 
“sparse” temporal sampling with single/clustered acquisitions providing intervals 
without any background scanner acoustic noise, or active noise cancelation (ANC) 
during “continuous” temporal sampling, which generates an acoustic signal that adds 
destructively to the scanner acoustic noise, substantially reducing the acoustic energy 
at the participant’s eardrum. Furthermore, multiband functional MRI allows multiple 
slices to be collected simultaneously, thereby reducing scanner acoustic noise in a 
given sampling period.
Methods: Isotropic multiband functional MRI (1.5 mm) with sparse sampling (effec-
tive TR = 9000 ms, acquisition duration = 1962 ms) and continuous sampling (TR = 
2000 ms) with ANC were compared in 15 normally hearing participants. A sustained 
broadband noise stimulus was presented to drive activation of both sustained and 
transient auditory responses within subcortical and cortical auditory regions.
Results: Robust broadband noise- related activity was detected throughout the au-
ditory pathways. Continuous sampling with ANC was found to give a statistically 
significant advantage over sparse sampling for the detection of the transient (onset) 
stimulus responses, particularly in the auditory cortex (P < .001) and inferior collicu-
lus (P < .001), whereas gains provided by sparse over continuous ANC for detecting 
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Functional MRI (fMRI) of the auditory pathways requires a 
neural response to a delivered auditory stimulus that exceeds 
that of the scanner acoustic noise,1 otherwise stimulus- related 
neuronal activity will be compromised. During image acqui-
sition, the intense bursts of acoustic noise generated by rap-
idly switching the electrical current through the gradient coil 
generate sound- related activity in the kilohertz range, which 
stimulates the central auditory pathways.1,2 This acoustic noise 
confounds the detection of an fMRI response to the sound of 
interest, as the resting (nonstimulus periods) are never silent 
during conventional scanning.3 At least one study has reported 
that turning the coolant pumps off during acquisition can re-
duce some of the background scanner acoustic noise,4,5 but this 
is not a solution to the major source of acoustic noise produced 
by rapid gradient switching. One common approach, available 
on any scanner, to reduce the impact of background scanner 
acoustic noise is sparse temporal sampling, in which single or 
clustered brain volumes are acquired interspersed with periods 
of no data acquisition (silent period) during the stimulus pre-
sentation in a long TR.6- 12 This has been shown to enhance the 
detection of sound- related activity in the auditory cortex (AC) 
compared with more conventional continuous sampling.6,13 
However, a sparse acquisition requires the timing of the ac-
quisition to be well matched to the time- to- peak of the evoked 
fMRI hemodynamic response. This is particularly important 
when studying the AC, as the AC response is predominantly 
transient with phasic peaks in response to the onset and offset 
of the auditory stimulus.14 Furthermore, a sparse acquisition 
significantly reduces the number of fMRI acquisition volumes 
collected, hence altering statistical power.15 It has also been 
suggested that sparse temporal sampling can result in a higher 
number of false- positive responses than is generally accept-
able.16 Determining the most favorable acquisition method for 
the assessment of both transient and steady- state auditory re-
sponses is paramount for studies requiring sensitivity to both 
cortical and subcortical activity, such as in the assessment of 
the effect of noise exposure on the entire ascending auditory 
pathway.17

An alternative approach to reduce the impact of back-
ground scanner acoustic noise is to apply active noise 

cancelation (ANC). This approach is based on the principle 
that an additional carefully tailored acoustic signal can in-
terfere destructively with the scanner acoustic noise, to sub-
stantially reduce the overall acoustic energy at a participant’s 
eardrum.13 Active noise cancelation has been shown to im-
prove the statistical detection of sound- related cortical acti-
vation, especially for sounds presented at low intensities.18 
The benefit of ANC is that it can be used in conjunction with 
conventional continuous sampling, overcoming the known 
limitations described previously of the sparse temporal sam-
pling. However, continuous sampling with ANC may not be 
as effective as sparse temporal sampling for detecting re-
sponses throughout the ascending auditory pathways.13

Other methods to improve the detection of auditory 
stimuli range from the implementation of novel acquisition 
techniques to reduce the background scanner acoustic noise, 
modification to the imaging gradients, and the presentation 
of auditory stimuli at higher sound levels.20 This includes 
interleaved sparse steady state,15,22,23 in which the image 
sequence is modified such that multiple volumes (typically 
five) are sampled during a TR period, with a train of silent 
slice- selective excitation pulses used to keep the longitudi-
nal magnetization in a steady state, or presaturated EPI using 
multiple delays in steady state, which uses spin saturation at 
a fixed delay before each volume to maintain steady- state 
conditions, independent of previous spin history,24 and novel 
quiet fMRI methods based on T2- prepared zero- TE25 and 
Looping Star26,27 to reduce scanner acoustic noise. Methods 
of reducing the gradient noise include reducing the FOV of 
the imaging matrix to reduce the image readout duration and 
thus gradient noise,5,8,21 using parallel imaging for noise 
reduction,28 decreasing the gradient slew rate to decrease 
the level of vibration in the gradient coil and therefore the 
acoustic contribution (termed “Softone”29), or turning off 
the MR scanner coolant pump.4,5 More recently, the use of 
a multiband (MB; also called simultaneous multislice) fMRI 
acquisition provides a considerable reduction in the acoustic 
noise per unit time generated by simultaneously acquiring a 
given number of slices (termed the MB acceleration factor) 
in an imaging volume. Multiband fMRI uses MB RF pulses 
and parallel image reconstruction to excite multiple slices 
simultaneously, reducing the image acquisition train length 

offset and sustained responses were marginal (p ~ 0.05 in superior olivary complex, 
inferior colliculus, medial geniculate body, and auditory cortex).
Conclusions: Sparse and continuous ANC multiband functional MRI protocols pro-
vide differing advantages for observing the transient (onset and offset) and sustained 
stimulus responses.

K E Y W O R D S
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by the MB acceleration factor, considerably reducing the 
average sound level over time, with only a marginal signal- 
to- noise penalty if high- channel RF coils are used in combi-
nation with standard parallel imaging and MB acceleration 
factors.30 Alternatively, the use of MB acceleration can be 
applied to facilitate an increase in the attainable slice cover-
age without increasing the acquisition time or incurring an 
acoustic noise penalty. De Martino et al showed that MB au-
ditory fMRI (using an MB factor of 2 with the same coverage 
but a reduced acquisition time of 750 ms for MB2 compared 
with 1500 ms for MB1) can enhance functional responses in 
the AC due to lengthening the time interval between acoustic 
noise generated by the scanner, allowing either more silent 
time around the sound stimulus or for a longer sound stimu-
lus to be presented in the longer silent interval. This resulted 
in significantly enhanced group- level fMRI responses (q = 
0.05 corrected for false detection rate) to both tones and nat-
ural sounds for MB2 compared with MB1.31 The authors also 
noted that there was no significant difference in the voxel- 
wise temporal SNR of the MB1 and MB2 images acquired.

Methods to evaluate quantitatively the interference by back-
ground scanner acoustic noise on fMRI responses have typi-
cally been limited to the study of primary AC.2,3,6,13,15,16,18,19 
Nevertheless, there is great interest in using fMRI to investi-
gate sound coding throughout the central auditory pathways, 
including the auditory brainstem,5,7,8,9,10,11,20,21 as well as 
throughout the ascending auditory pathways.17 Here, we di-
rectly compare multiband (MB2) fMRI data collected using 
a sparse acquisition and continuous acquisition with ANC, 
acquisition schemes available on any MR vendor, for their 
efficacy in the detection of sound- related fMRI responses in 
subcortical and cortical auditory regions spanning the entire 
ascending auditory pathways. For this, we use amplitude 
modulated broadband noise stimulus to continuously stim-
ulate both brainstem auditory nuclei and primary auditory 
cortex over an 18- second period. We determine whether the 
cortical and subcortical responses are differentially affected 
by the scanner acoustic noise and choice of acquisition strat-
egy, as the primary AC response is predominantly transient, 
requiring sampling after stimulus onset and offset14 while 
subcortical structures (eg, cochlear nucleus [CN], superior 
olivary complex [SOC], nucleus of the lateral lemniscus 
[NLL] and inferior colliculus [IC], medial geniculate body 
[MGB]) respond to continuous sounds with a sustained fMRI 
response.

2 |  METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Experimental procedures conformed to the World Medical 
Association’s Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by 

the University of Nottingham School of Medicine Research 
Ethics Committee (reference H/1408/2014/27). Fifteen par-
ticipants (mean ± SD age of 36 ± 12 years, 9 males) with 
self- reported normal hearing and no contraindications for 
MRI were recruited by advertisement across the university 
campus and social media.

2.2 | Functional MRI assessment

Functional MRI was used to assess sound- related responses 
to broadband noise across brain regions of the ascending au-
ditory pathways, comprising the CN, SOC, NLL, IC, MGB, 
and AC.17 In a given scan session, the efficacy of collect-
ing a 46 coronal oblique slice volume spanning cortical and 
subcortical auditory regions was compared for continuous 
sampling with ANC (TR = 2000 ms, with slice acquisitions 
equally spaced throughout the TR period) and sparse sam-
pling (image readout duration = 1962 ms; effective TR = 
9000 ms,32 with slices acquired with minimum temporal spac-
ing in a burst at the start of the TR period). Four 10- minute 
fMRI runs, two sparse and two continuous ANC sampling, 
were collected in a randomized order across participants to 
control for adaptation effects. As such, habituation may have 
affected the results, but it is not expected to have affected one 
technique more than the other.

To inform placement of the slices over the ascending 
auditory pathways, a real- time functional localizer fMRI 
paradigm was first run to map responses to eight repeats of 
24- second duration, 10- Hz amplitude- modulated broadband 
noise stimulus, generated by multiplying a broadband noise 
stimulus with a 10- Hz sinusoidal waveform, followed by a 
40- second rest period. The amplitude- modulated stimulus is 
a temporally changing stimulus, and therefore drives stronger 
responses in the AC than broadband noise alone.

2.2.1 | Auditory stimuli

In- scanner communication, auditory stimulation, and ear 
protection were delivered using an OptoActive Active Noise 
Cancelation Headphones system (Optoacoustics, Moshav 
Mazor, Israel), providing passive attenuation of 24 dB. The 
auditory fMRI paradigm consisted of passive listening to 
continuous steady- state broadband noise, filtered using a 
first- order Butterworth filter between 1.4 kHz and 4.1 kHz, 
and presented at 90 dB SPL. Following an initial rest period 
of 20 seconds, broadband noise was presented for 18 seconds 
followed by a rest period of 36 seconds in a block design, 
with 11 repeats collected in a 614- second scan total acquisi-
tion time for each sampling scheme. A matched total acquisi-
tion time was chosen, as performed in previous comparison 
studies,23 with each 614- second run consisting of 66 sparse 
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or 297 continuous fMRI volumes. A similar broadband noise 
paradigm has previously been shown to strongly drive re-
sponses in the subcortical auditory nuclei.14,17

For continuous sampling only, ANC was used. To suc-
cessfully compute a cancelation waveform, the ANC sys-
tem required the acquisition sequence to have a TR of less 
than about 3 seconds. Following an initial 16- second learn-
ing period in the first of two continuous fMRI runs, ANC 
is reported by the manufacturer to reduce the energy of the 
acoustic scanner noise by approximately 35 dB (accounting 
for both passive and active attenuation) (https://www.optoa 
coust ics.com/sites/ defau lt/files/ docum ents/optoa ctive_broch 
ure_2020- lite.pdf), with a similar ANC reduction being 
achieved at each ear in this study. This was achieved predom-
inantly by attenuating the fundamental frequency of the scan-
ner noise attributed to the EPI readout gradients at about 1.3 
kHz, ensuring that the sound stimulus was clearly audible. 
During the entire 40- minute fMRI study, participants were 
required to attend to a fixation cross presented on a 32- inch 
BOLDscreen with a 1920 × 1080 widescreen liquid crystal 
display (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, United 
Kingdom) positioned at the rear of the scanner and viewed 
using a mirror attached to the head coil approximately 10 cm 
from the face.

2.2.2 | Functional MRI data acquisition

The fMRI data were acquired on a Philips 3T Ingenia MR 
scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands) using a 
32- channel receive head coil. All data were collected using 
a gradient- echo EPI acquisition with 46 coronal- oblique 
slices of 1.5- mm isotropic spatial resolution (the orienta-
tion that provided coverage of the ascending auditory path-
ways [CN, SOC, NLL, IC, MGB, and AC] in the minimum 
volume acquisition time, FOV = of 168 × 168 × 69 mm3, 
TE = of 34 ms); flip angle = 90°; MB2; SENSE factor 
2; and half scan (partial Fourier factor) = 0.927, with an 
echo spacing of 0.58 ms and bandwidth in the frequency- 
encoding direction of 1335 Hz, and resulting bandwidth 
in the phase- encoding direction of 14 Hz. This provided 
the necessary spatial resolution to allow assessment of the 
subcortical nuclei (typically < 9 mm in size33). MB2 was 
chosen, as it provided sufficient slice coverage of the AC 
and brainstem with 1.5- mm isotropic voxels in an accept-
able 2- second TR, while only marginally decreasing (~5% 
in AC, ~2% in brainstem) the temporal SNR compared 
with MB1 (Figure 1). Higher MB factors (MB3 and MB4) 
provide greater spatial coverage within a given volume ac-
quisition time/TR period for sparse and continuous acquisi-
tions. However, it can be seen that higher MB factors lead 
to a significant reduction in temporal SNR principally in 
the brainstem (MB3: 8% in AC, 35% in brainstem; MB4: 

15% in AC, 51% in brainstem, as shown in Figure 1), which 
is problematic because fMRI responses in the brainstem are 
known to be lower than those in the cortex. Thus, the 46 
coronal- oblique contiguous slices in the comparison study 
were collected in ascending order using equidistant tempo-
ral slice spacing with a TR of 2000 ms for the continuous 
acquisition. The sparse sampling acquisition had a 1962- 
ms volume acquisition time (TA) followed by a 7,038- ms 
silent period, resulting in an effective TR of 9000 ms, typi-
cal of previously published findings using sparse acquisi-
tions.12 For the continuous ANC acquisition, stimuli were 
synchronized with the start of the image- volume acquisi-
tion window. For the sparse acquisition, the image volume 
was acquired after a 6,000- ms delay from the onset/offset 
of the auditory stimulus, to optimally sample the hemody-
namic response of the predicted transient activity in the AC. 
This resulted in 198/396 image volumes collected during 
the stimulus/rest period for the continuous ANC sampling, 
compared with 44/88 image volumes acquired during the 
stimulus/rest period for sparse sampling. Each run was pre-
ceded by preparation steps and two “dummy dynamics” for 
the sparse and continuous acquisitions in which no image 
was acquired; this allowed the tissue magnetization to reach 
the steady state before acquiring the image volumes during 
the auditory task. The breathing cycle and cardiac pulsatil-
ity were recorded throughout the fMRI acquisition using 
a respiratory bellow and peripheral pulse unit attached to 
the index finger of the left hand (Philips Healthcare, Best, 
Netherlands); this was used for correction of respiratory 
and cardiac physiological noise.

Additional EPI volumes were acquired with reversal of the 
fat- shift direction for image distortion correction, particularly 
important for alignment of the group- averaged brainstem 
fMRI.21 For accurate co- registration of the fMRI- EPI data 
to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI; Montreal, Canada) 
standard space, a whole- brain 3D anatomical MPRAGE (TE 
= 2.7 ms, TR = 5.9 ms, flip angle = 8°, FOV = 168 × 168 
× 164 mm3 with reconstructed voxel size 1.5 mm3) was ac-
quired with the same spatial resolution and coronal- oblique 
angulation as the EPI- fMRI data.

2.2.3 | Functional MRI data preprocessing

Image preprocessing was performed using FSL software 
(version 6.0; FMRIB’s Software Library, United Kingdom), 
SPM12 software (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, 
London, United Kingdom), and in- house software coded 
in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). For each 
participant, the fMRI time- series was motion- corrected 
in SPM12, and gradient- echo EPI data were distortion- 
corrected using FSL’s TOPUP algorithm34,35 and corrected 
for physiological noise using the respiratory and cardiac 

https://www.optoacoustics.com/sites/default/files/documents/optoactive_brochure_2020-lite.pdf
https://www.optoacoustics.com/sites/default/files/documents/optoactive_brochure_2020-lite.pdf
https://www.optoacoustics.com/sites/default/files/documents/optoactive_brochure_2020-lite.pdf
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traces in RETROICOR.36 Following this, data were spa-
tially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 2 
mm. Binarized masks of white matter and CSF were formed 
from the MPRAGE image using the segmentation tool in 
SPM12 at a threshold of 0.99999. The mean time courses of 
white matter and CSF signal within these masks were used 
as covariates in the general linear model. Co- registration of 

individual participant data to MNI space was performed by 
first realigning the distortion- corrected fMRI time series to 
each participant’s MPRAGE image, before co- registering to 
the MNI template. From this, a transformation matrix was 
generated that was also applied to individual statistical con-
trast images to facilitate group region- of- interest (ROI) anal-
yses in MNI space.

F I G U R E  1  A, Illustration of the increase in slice coverage provided with increasing multiband (MB) factor of a 23- slice MB1 acquisition 
for MB1- MB4. B, Representative coronal slices (left; grayscale) and associated temporal SNR (tSNR) images (right; color) for images acquired 
using a sparse sampling scheme (TR = 9000 ms) with 2.6- mm isotropic resolution, SENSE 2, and comparable coverage (76- 78 slices) across all 
MB factors, with volume acquisition duration (TA) provided for each. C, Associated tSNR in a 7.5- mm- cube region of interest (ROI; 125 voxels) 
placed in the left auditory cortex (AC; top) and brainstem at the level of the nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (NLL; bottom) computed from 20 
image volumes collected at MB1- MB4 for SENSE 1.5 and SENSE 2

F I G U R E  2  Region- of- interest definition using an entirely independent data set of 62 participants.17 The ROIs are shown in the cochlear 
nucleus (CN), superior olivary complex (SOC), NLL, inferior colliculus (IC), medial geniculate body (MGB) and AC, and overlaid on the group- 
level mean MPRAGE image (“y” denotes the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) slice coordinates). The table shows the number of voxels 
(1.5- mm isotropic) in each ROI by hemisphere
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2.2.4 | Region of interest definition

The use of anatomical landmarks or manual segmentation 
is challenging to define auditory brainstem and midbrain 
ROIs.37 Instead, ROIs were defined from an independent data 
set formed from 62 participants, as shown in Figure 2, with 
the full method of ROI definition described previously.17 In 
brief, 62 participants were imaged using the same broadband 
stimulus and similar fMRI paradigm as used in the present 
study. Group contrast images for stimulus onset, stimulus 
offset, and the sustained responses were generated across 
all participants. These were threshold at P < .01 and cor-
rected for family- wise error and binarized; a mask based on 
the composite (“OR” in Boolean algebra) of the three binary 
images was then generated. Region- specific ROIs for CN, 
SOC, NLL, IC, MGB, and AC were created from the ana-
tomical definition of each subregion within this binary mask 
using the method of Gutschalk and Steinmann.38 The use of 
ROI definitions taken from an independent study17 entirely 
avoided the issue of circularity in the analyses.39

2.2.5 | Functional MRI data analysis

Data were analyzed in SPM12 using a fixed- effects first- 
level analysis on individual participant’s data followed by a 
random- effects second- level analysis separately for the con-
tinuous ANC sampling and sparse sampling. Subsequently, 
comparisons were made between each sampling scheme 
using ROI analyses of the z- statistical maps (thus accounting 
for the differing number of image volumes/sample points in 
the two sampling schemes) and analysis of variance statistics.

The design matrix in the first- level analysis defined the 
explanatory variables for each individual participant as de-
scribed previously.17 This consisted of the (1) transient phasic 
onset and offset stimulus responses, (2) sustained stimulus 
response, (3) six motion parameters, and (4) mean white- 
matter and CSF signal time- courses. In this general linear 
model, the phasic responses were encoded as a series of delta 
functions, and the sustained response was encoded as a box- 
car function; these were convolved with the hemodynamic 
response. Explanatory variables (3) and (4) were considered 
“nuisance” variables (ie, potential confounds in the MR sig-
nal). The fMRI time series was high pass– filtered to 1/128 
Hz (twice the cycle length) and modeled for temporal auto-
correlation across scans with an AR(1) process. Contrast im-
ages corresponding to stimulus onset, stimulus offset, and the 
sustained response were generated for each participant, and 
beta weights were assessed across ROIs within the ascending 
auditory pathways.

Data are displayed at z = 3.29; P < .001 uncorrected. 
Voxel- wise statistical significance is reported at P < .05; 
small volume– corrected based on independent ROIs. In 

addition, the individual contrast images were interrogated to 
quantify the average z- score within each ROI on an individ-
ual participant basis. A repeated- measures analysis of vari-
ance was performed, with the average z- score attained using 
each sampling scheme (continuous ANC/sparse) within each 
auditory region and each stimulus response period (onset, 
offset, sustained) as within- subjects factors, to determine the 
difference in the sensitivity of the two sampling schemes and 
detect responses across ROIs within the ascending auditory 
pathways.

3 |  RESULTS

3.1 | Robust sound- related responses 
throughout the subcortical auditory pathways

Group (n = 15) data showed robust sound- related activation 
in response to the broadband noise stimulus (Figure 3). In 
agreement with previous reports,14,40,41 the early ascending 
auditory pathways (CN and IC) responded predominantly 
with a sustained fMRI response, whereas the AC showed a 
strong bi- phasic response to stimulus onset and offset. The 
ROI time courses for CN, SOC, NLL, IC, MGB, and AC for 
the continuous sampling ANC scheme are shown in Figure 4. 
Visual inspection shows that the onset of the phasic response 
is more sensitive to the stimulus features than the offset, par-
ticularly for the CN, IC, and MGB, and that the sustained 
regressor is a poor match to the shape of the hemodynamic 
response in the AC compared with subcortical regions.

3.2 | Effect of sampling scheme on activity 
in the ascending auditory pathways

Figure 3 shows group- activation maps of the auditory path-
ways for continuous ANC sampling and sparse sampling. 
Stronger cortical responses to the stimulus onset are clearly 
seen for the continuous sampling scheme compared with 
sparse sampling; it should be noted that this accounts for 
the considerable increase in degrees of freedom (d.f.) of the 
continuous acquisition compared with sparse acquisition 
(570 d.f. vs 92 d.f.). Figure 5 shows the sustained response 
to be greater for the sparse acquisition across all ROIs, but 
on accounting for lower d.f. in sparse sampling this results in 
only a significantly greater z- score for sparse sampling in the 
MGB and AC. Table 1 outlines the significant responses for 
the sparse and continuous acquisitions to the transient (onset 
and offset) and sustained responses. Significant transient re-
sponses for both stimulus onset and offset were detected in 
the AC with continuous ANC sampling. Responses for sparse 
sampling had a lesser spatial extent and strength for stimulus 
onset and offset. For the sustained responses, clusters were 
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highly significant for both ACs, both ICs, and the right CN 
with the sparse sampling, but only significant in left AC with 
the continuous sampling. Clusters in right IC or AC, or in 
CN, SOC, NLL, and MGB did not reach statistical signifi-
cance at P < .05 family- wise error. There was no significant 
effect of hemisphere using either sampling scheme (P = .5) 
and no interaction between hemisphere and either response 
period or sampling scheme.

Assessing data quality for the two sampling schemes, as 
expected, due to the longer TR of sparse sampling, image 
SNR was significantly higher (P = .026) across the ascend-
ing auditory pathway ROIs for sparse (AC, 49 ± 29; IC, 63 
± 37; CN, 48 ± 28) than continuous ANC sampling (AC, 41 
± 24; IC, 46 ± 28; CN, 39 ± 22). The temporal SNR over 
a fixed number of image volumes was lower for continuous 
sampling (sparse: AC, 30.7 ± 3.6; IC, 18.9 ± 2.0; CN, 15.3 ± 
2.0; continuous ANC: AC, 27.9 ± 3.3; and continuous ANC: 
IC, 16.8 ± 1.9; CN, 14.2 ± 1.5; P = .027); however, this is 
counteracted by greater statistical power from more samples 
per unit time for the continuous sampling scheme.

3.3 | Assessment of responses using 
ROI analysis

Because there was no significant effect of hemisphere, ROI 
analysis was performed combined across hemispheres. 
Figure 5 shows the fMRI mean z- score in each ROI (CN, 
SOC, NLL, IC, MGB, and AC) for both sparse and continu-
ous with ANC sampling schemes. When assessed for their 
similarity to a normal distribution, there was no significant 
degree of skew or kurtosis in any ROI at a level of P < .01, so 
an analysis of variance was subsequently used to interrogate 
these metrics.

Analysis of variance statistics on the mean z- score in 
each ROI showed a significant effect of response period 
(F  =  20.30; d.f. = 2, 28; P < .001) and ROI (F = 33.42; 
d.f. = 5, 70; P < .001) but not sampling scheme (F = 0.01; 
d.f. = 1, 14; P = .9). There were significant interactions for 
response period*sampling scheme (F = 30.78; d.f. = 2, 28; 
P < .001) and ROI*response period (F = 12.34; d.f. = 10, 
140; P < .001), but not for ROI*sampling scheme (F = 0.75; 

F I G U R E  3  Group (n = 15) activation maps to onset, offset, and sustained stimulus for continuous sampling with active noise cancelation 
(left) and sparse sampling (right). Color bars show Z- statistic, with figures displayed at uncorrected P < .001 with cluster correction k = 5 voxels. 
Numbers denote the MNI slice coordinates of sagittal, coronal, and transverse images. Statistical maps are overlaid on the mean MPRAGE image. 
Transient responses are shown for slices x = 58.5, y = −16.0, and z = 3.5 mm to show the AC, while sustained responses are shown for slices x = 
−3.0, y = 37.0, and z = 44.5 mm to show the brainstem. Abbreviations: L, left; R, right
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F I G U R E  4  Group mean BOLD percentage change to broadband noise stimulation (all participants, n = 15) in the CN, SOC, NLL, IC, MGB, 
and AC ROIs, as acquired using the continuous ANC sampling scheme. Dashed lines show the standard error. Note the systematic variation in 
the functional MRI (fMRI) response to the broadband noise stimulus epoch throughout the auditory pathways from one that is sustained over the 
stimulus epoch (CN, SOC, NLL, and IC) to one that is phasic at stimulus onset and offset (MGB and AC). Blue shading represents the timing and 
duration of the broadband noise stimulus. Gray bars indicate the 1962- ms sparse image volume acquisitions. Abbreviations: L, left; R, right

F I G U R E  5  A, Mean z- statistics in the ROI for the onset, offset, and sustained fMRI response (and associated standard error) for continuous 
and sparse fMRI sampling schemes across the group (n = 15). B, Mean of the top 5% of the voxel z- statistics in the ROI shown for onset, offset, 
and sustained fMRI response using the continuous and sparse sampling schemes across the group (n = 15). For each, * denotes a significant 
difference in sampling scheme at P < .05 when corrected for multiple comparisons using a two- stage linear step- up procedure of Benjamini, 
Krieger, and Yekutieli; ** denotes significance at the level quoted after Bonferroni correction
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d.f. = 5, 70; P = .1), demonstrating that neither sampling 
scheme was preferable for studying fMRI response in the 
entire auditory pathways. There was a significant interaction 
ROI*response period *sampling scheme (F = 10.26; d.f. = 
10, 140; P < .001), suggesting that the degree of benefit af-
forded by using one sampling scheme over the other varied 
across the ascending auditory pathways. Post hoc Student’s 
t- tests (indicated by * and ** in Figure 5A) showed that the 
effect of sampling scheme was largely driven by greater re-
sponses in AC and MGB for the sustained stimulus response 
and greater onset responses in AC and MGB for continuous 
sampling. There was no consistent significant difference be-
tween the fMRI responses measured using continuous ANC 
and sparse sampling in subcortical regions for the transient 
stimulus responses.

Due to the ROI size varying substantially across the au-
ditory pathways (subcortical ROIs ranging in size from 8 to 
85 voxels, compared with each AC ROI containing over 1000 
voxels), the ROI analyses were also computed using the top 
5% of active voxels in each ROI, as opposed to the mean of all 
voxels in the ROI (Figure 5B). This secondary analysis again 
showed a significant effect of response period (F = 21.15; 
d.f. = 2, 28; P < .001) and ROI (F = 206.51; d.f. = 5, 70; 
P < .001) but not sampling scheme (F = 1.34; d.f. = 1, 14; 
P = .3), confirming that neither sampling scheme was prefer-
able for all ROIs in the entire auditory pathways. There were 
significant interactions for response period*sampling scheme 
(F = 34.32; d.f. = 2, 28; P < .001) and ROI*stimulus (F = 
9.40; d.f. = 10, 140; P < .001). There was also a significant 

interaction for the ROI*sampling scheme (F = 10.15; d.f. = 5, 
70; P < .001), which suggests that, when considering just the 
most active voxels in each ROI, the most effective sampling 
scheme differed with ROI. There was once again a significant 
interaction ROI* response period*sampling scheme (F = 
5.60; d.f. = 10, 140; P < .001). Bonferroni- corrected post hoc 
Student’s t- tests once again showed that the onset responses 
in AC and IC were best sampled using a continuous sampling 
strategy; the offset response was best sampled in the IC and 
SOC by sparse sampling; and the sustained stimulus response 
was optimally sampled by the sparse scheme in IC and MGB 
(Figure 5B).

4 |  DISCUSSION

This study sought to evaluate continuous sampling with com-
mercially available ANC against sparse sampling, both with 
the use of MB2 acquisition, to study the hemodynamic re-
sponses to a broadband noise stimulus in the ascending audi-
tory pathways.

4.1 | Effect of sampling scheme

The higher temporal sampling of continuous ANC was found 
to be superior to sparse sampling for the detection of the 
transient onset responses dominant in the AC and IC. Sparse 
sampling gave some advantages over continuous ANC in 

T A B L E  1  Significant responses for the sparse and continuous acquisitions to the transient (onset and offset) and sustained responses for voxel- 
wise statistical significance reported at P < .05 and small volume– corrected based on independent ROIs

Sparse Region Hemisphere z k P (FWE)

Onset AC L 4.47 87 <.001

R 4.82 248 <.001

Offset L 4.51 358 <.001

R 4.59 156 <.001

Sustained L 5.37 231 <.001

R 5.27 195 <.001

IC L 4.38 49 <.001

R 4.72 <.001

CN R 4.19 0.044 .044

Continuous Region Hemisphere z k P (FWE)

Onset AC R 5.43 1136 <.001

L 5.78 1832 <.001

Offset AC R 4.41 291 <.001

L 4.24 102 <.001

Sustained AC L 4.66 35 <.001

IC L 4.04 29 <.001

Abbreviation: FWE, family- wise error.
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detecting offset and sustained responses throughout the as-
cending auditory pathways.

A truly continuous scanner acoustic noise will be much 
less stimulating to cortical regions (AC and MGB) due to 
its unchanging nature. This was demonstrated in the study 
of Sefritz et al,42 who compared conventional continuous 
fMRI with a “modified” continuous fMRI scheme, di-
viding the EPI readout train into 10 blocks to generate a 
perceptually more continuous acoustic noise. They show 
a greater response to the “modified continuous” compared 
with “conventional continuous” response in the auditory 
cortex and MGB. However, a continuous stimulus will 
still present a significant confound to the assessment of 
subcortical responses due to the total acoustic energy pre-
sented as compared with sparse fMRI. We believe that the 
sound produced by continuous scanning itself, even at a 
level reduced through the use of ANC, is enough to drive 
activity in these lower auditory structures, and can lead to 
an elevated baseline in the “silent” rest condition. We pro-
pose that this translates into the reduced activity detectable 
by the general linear model analysis for the continuous 
compared with sparse acquisition, and this interpretation 
is supported by the z- scores to sustained responses (see 
Figure 5). Another contributing factor may be that of for-
ward suppression, which plays a role in reducing the neural 
response to subsequent bursts following the initial stimu-
lus burst.14,43

Continuous sampling provides the advantage of a 
greater number of time points per unit time, allowing good 
sampling of transient onset responses, albeit with higher 
acoustic noise, and results in a higher d.f. and therefore 
sensitivity than sparse for a given neural response. In con-
trast, careful implementation of timings is critical for the 
sparse sampling, as the sensitivity to detect onset responses 
is highly dependent on timing the acquisition to occur con-
currently with the peak of the stimulus response, and an 
appropriate TR and stimulus length must be chosen to also 
sample the stimulus offset. As explained in previously pub-
lished work,13,18 gains in the sustained response for sparse 
sampling can be explained by both the reduced interference 
of scanner acoustic noise (here the 9000- ms TR comprised 
only 1962 ms of scanner acoustic noise during the MB2 
acquisition, with the remaining 7038 ms of either stimulus 
or silence, and by increases in the image and temporal SNR 
due to full T1 recovery between volume acquisitions as 
compared with the 2000- ms TR of the continuous ANC se-
quence). It was shown that the effect size (b) to the sustained 
response was greater for the sparse sampling, although this 
was traded against statistical power being reduced due to 
fewer samples per unit time. Given this, it will be of interest 
in the future to assess the benefits of a clustered sparse sam-
pling method, accounting for the increased total acquisition 
time (see section 4.3).

4.2 | Choice of auditory stimulus, sampling 
schemes, and postprocessing

Here, a continuous broadband stimulus was selected to 
stimulate activity throughout the central auditory pathways, 
in both brainstem auditory nuclei and the AC. A broadband 
noise stimulus was chosen, as the lower regions of the path-
ways (CN, SOC, NLL, and IC) are known to respond more 
to sustained acoustic energy.14 In a previous study,13 we 
showed that ANC has a substantial benefit for speech per-
ception and comprehension presented in the MR scanner, 
greater than for sparse imaging alone. In that study, ANC was 
rated by listeners as advantageous for clarity, listening effort, 
and background noise intrusion, with no statistical differ-
ence in ratings between speech and broadband noise stimuli. 
However, we acknowledge that ANC does have some limita-
tions, especially for contrasts between stimuli with substan-
tial high- frequency content, in which ANC is least effective 
such as speech stimuli.

A fixed TR was used for both the continuous and sparse 
sampling. Potentially, fMRI of the brainstem can be con-
founded by artifacts caused by cardiac- related, pulsatile 
brainstem motion (ie, the brainstem moves with each arterial 
pulsation).21 Here we performed RETROICOR to address this 
effect. An alternative solution is cardiac gating of images, in 
which the image acquisition is synchronized to a given point 
of the subject’s cardiac cycle. However, because the heart rate 
naturally varies beat to beat, this results in a nonconstant TR 
that varies with heartrate, a significant confound. Guimaraes 
et al21 proposed a postacquisition correction adjusting for 
such interimage variations in the signal intensity caused by 
a varying TR,44 and has been shown to improve detection of 
fMRI responses in the colliculi and cortex.4,5,8,20,21,45,46,47

The ROIs of the ascending auditory pathways were de-
rived from an entirely independent data set,17 thus precluding 
any form of circularity in the analysis.39 Because these ROIs 
varied substantially in size, with subcortical ROIs ranging in 
size from 8 to 85 voxels and AC ROIs over 1000 voxels each, 
ROI analyses are also shown for the top 5% of active vox-
els in each ROI, in addition to the conventional approach of 
mean of all voxels in the ROI. Furthermore, this approach of 
studying the top 5% of active voxels accounts for the wide an-
atomical variation in functionally responsive areas between 
participants, and the potential that the mean is not representa-
tive of the active voxels for small brain regions such as brain-
stem subcortical structures.

4.3 | Future directions

Some success has been demonstrated using subcortical audi-
tory fMRI at a field strength of 7 T,48 providing improve-
ments in sensitivity in the single subject necessary for 
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high- resolution mapping of the subcortical substructure. 
However, the “lower” field strength of 3 T, as used in this 
study, is far more widely available, financially accessible, 
and better tolerated by patients, particularly those experienc-
ing symptoms of auditory disorders such as tinnitus and hy-
peracusis or reduced sound- level tolerance.

More recently, some functional subcortical studies at 3 
T and 7 T have used a clustered sparse acquisition with a 
TR of between 2000 and 2800 ms.48- 53 This approach has the 
added advantage of being able to better sample the transient 
BOLD responses.33 However, clustered sparse acquisitions 
require the rapid acquisition of the imaging volumes to en-
sure there is a sufficiently long silent period in which the 
stimulus is presented.15 The implementation of such a clus-
tered approach can be limited when a high number of slices 
are acquired, as when high spatial resolution is required to 
sampling the whole ascending auditory pathways. Here, we 
used MB2 to reduce the volume acquisition time to the order 
of 2000 ms. Further increasing the MB factor will reduce the 
image volume acquisition time for such a clustered approach, 
but as shown in Figure 1, it would come at the cost of tem-
poral SNR, particularly in the brainstem. Future studies will 
assess the impact of jittered sparse or clustered sparse with 
a sufficient silent period on functional contrast to maximize 
both cortical and brainstem responses. This would have the 
advantage of full temporal sampling of the hemodynamic re-
sponse curve. However, the statistical power over the time 
course would be weaker, as each point would be sampled 
fewer times, which may limit the assessment of transient re-
sponses. To compensate for this, additional fMRI runs may 
be required.

5 |  CONCLUSIONS

Widely available sparse and continuous ANC MB fMRI 
sampling protocols provide differing advantages for observ-
ing the transient (onset and offset) and sustained stimulus 
response dependent on the level of the region in the ascend-
ing auditory pathways. Overall, for a matched total acqui-
sition time, continuous ANC gave advantages over sparse 
for detecting transient (onset) responses particularly in AC, 
whereas gains provided by sparse over continuous ANC 
were marginal for detecting offset and sustained responses 
throughout the ascending auditory pathways.
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